Abstract The hydraulic jump is a transitional state from supercritical to subcritical flow. The phenomenon of the hydraulic jump has been widely studied because of its frequent occurrence in nature and because of its uses in many practical applications. In the present study the momentum principle is used to derive an equation expressed the hydraulic jump (A-jump) occurred in a short horizontal reach of an inverted semicircular open channel. The derived equation indicates that the initial water depth and the tail water depth (conjugate depths) are functions of the critical water depth. Various elements of the hydraulic jump are expressed in dimensionless case. The procedure of dimensionless ratios described in the present paper can be used to determine various elements of A-jump in an inverted semicircular channel when either the discharge and the relative initial depth (or tail water depth) is known or the discharge and the relative dissipated energy are known.
Introduction
Little attempt has so far been made to analyze the free flow in inverted semicircular channels, Nabavi [1] . Although the semicircular section is not common, inverted semicircular tunnels or sewers are found in some places of India. Furthermore, the horseshoe shaped sewers that are common in practice, have been almost similar shape of inverted semicircular channels. A theoretical model to predict the pressure head distribution at the brink of free overfalls, in horizontal and/or mildly sloping inverted semicircular channels were given by Nabavi [1] . Chow [2] explored the hydraulic jump that's first investigated by Bidone, an Italian, in 1818. For practical purposes, Chow gave two graphs may be applied approximately to determine the jump length formed in horizontal and sloping channels for rectangular channels and may be used to trapezoidal channels. Then, several studies have been undertaken to obtain the hydraulic jump characteristics, location and length of the hydraulic jump, the length of the rollers, pressures at bed and the amount of energy dissipated for various cross-sectional shapes. Swamee and Rathie [3] suggested the length of the hydraulic jump as six times the jump height.
Little data is available in the literature about the hydraulic jump formed in a semicircular one for which. Rajaratnam and Murahari [4] classified the hydraulic jumps formed in sloping rectangular channels to four types. They studied a rectangular channel in which the upstream portion is considerably steep sloped, and the downstream portion is horizontal. Supercritical flow exists in the steep sloping channel portion and the tail water depth in the downstream channel is denoted as y 2 . For y 2 AEy 2o , where y 2o is the sequent flow depth, the flow remains supercritical near the break. However, for y 2 = y 2o , a hydraulic jump appears on the horizontal channel portion (A-jump). For y 2 aey 2o , the toe of the jump moves upstream into the sloping channel reach and, depending on the length of the surface roller, different jump types may be established. If the roller lies partly in the sloping and partly in the horizontal channel portions a B-jump is developed, if the end of roller is at the beginning of the horizontal reach, references to a C-jump is made. Finally, a D-jump appears if the roller is situated entirely in the sloping channel reach. Au-Yeung [5] presented two simple solution charts for obtaining the change in depth of water passing through a hydraulic jump in circular, triangular, trapezoidal and rectangular channels. Kazemipour and Apelt [6] concluded, in pipes flowing partly full there is a pronounced discontinuity in the discharge curves for depths greater than half the diameter. Series of experiments with smooth semicircular channels were designed and carried out to study the effects of channel shape on resistance in the case of semicircular channels. Helmut [7] discussed two different appearances of jumps and they reported that jumps with a small approach depth differ from those with a depth larger than about 30% of the conduit diameter. A choking condition is proposed for which conduits are subjected to full pipe downstream flow. Photographs are used to describe the main flow pattern. A theoretical model, which was calibrated by experimental data for obtaining the end depth ratio of free overfall in horizontal or mildly sloping semicircular channels, was given by Dey [8] . Gargano and Hager [9] examined undular hydraulic jumps in circular conduits with an experimental approach. They demonstrated that conduits may choke in the presence of undular jumps, with a previously established choking number relating to a design limit. Ead and Ghamry [10] presented the results of a laboratory study of hydraulic jumps in circular conduits. Experiments were performed for a range of Froude numbers F1 from 1.29 to 6.43 and a range of the flow rate Q from 7 to 35 l/s in a circular pipe 0.3 m in diameter. Dey et al. [11] gave an experimental and theoretical model which was estimated the discharge from a known enddepth for free over fall in horizontal semicircular channels. Series of algorithms was proposed by Mitchell [12] for estimating the ratio of conjugate depths in a hydraulic jump in a horizontal channel over a range of Froude numbers and for a range of different trapezoidal and circular sections running part-full. Qu et al. [13] showed that semicircular open channel plays an important role in various applications and the measurement of its discharge is of interests. They studied theoretical formulae for free overflow in a semicircular channel. Also, they developed discharge and wetted area relationship.
The main objectives of the present study are:
To derive mathematical model equations for initial water depth and the tail water depth (conjugate depths) as functions with critical water depth.
To determine the various elements of hydraulic jump (Ajump) in an inverted semicircular channel when either the discharge and the relative initial depth (or tail water depth) is known or the discharge and the relative dissipated energy are known. 
Theoretical analysis
In horizontal or gentle slope channels the free hydraulic jump (A-jump) in an inverted semicircular channel can be sketched as shown in Fig. 1 . For the A-jump, considering all effective forces parallel to the channel bed, the momentum equation may be written as follows:
where q is water density, Q is discharge, b 1 and b 2 are momentum coefficients at two sections, V 1 and V 2 are mean flow velocities, P 1 and P 2 are hydrostatic forces and F f is friction force.
The length of the jump is so small that the losses due to friction upon the wetted perimeter are negligible. The pressure distribution is hydrostatic and the velocity distribution is uniformly. Substituting V = Q/A in Eq. (1) and simplifying
where F is specific force per unit weight of water, A 1 and A 2 are initial and sequent cross-sectional areas, y 1 and y 2 are centroid depths of flow of the segment area of circle from the free water surface and g is gravitational acceleration.
Dividing both sides of Eq. (2) by (D 3 ), the dimensionless specific force can be expressed as:
where
) and y Ã is dimensionless centric height ð y=DÞ. The area of water cross section for partially filled circular channel section given by Hager [14] as follows:
where A *o is dimensionless water area, A o is water area, D is diameter of circular channel and Y is relative water depth (y/ D). Eq. (4) has deviates less than 1.5% from the exact expression. The dimensionless segment area of an inverted semicircular channel of partially filled conduit may be expressed as:
where A * is dimensionless segment area and Y is relative water depth ((y/D) + 0.5).
When the discharge is given, the equation gives the critical depth can be written as:
where A Ãc is dimensionless critical area, T *c is dimensionless top width and Y c is relative critical water depth ((y c /D) + 0.5).
The relative centric depth of the segment area from the free surface for a circle, y=D, may be written as follows, Fig. 2 :
where y o is centric depth from the free surface and h is the center angle.
where y o is water depth of circular section (y + (D/2)). And
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (7) gives:
The relative hydrostatic force for semicircular section may be written as follows:
Substituting Eq. (5) and Eq. (10) into Eq. (11) gives: Table 1 . Also the relationship between relative water depth versus hydrostatic force and the dimensionless water area versus dimensionless discharge are presented in Fig. 3 .
From Eqs. (3) and (12), the dimensionless specific force can be written as:
Eq. (13) gives dimensionless specific force F * as a function of dimensionless ratios of relative water depth Y and dimensionless discharge Q * . Table 2 shows the values of F * for different values of Y, and Q * . Also the relationship between relative water depth and specific force for different relative critical water depth is presented in Fig. 4. 
Energy dissipated by the jump
The specific energy equation for horizontal open channel with uniform velocity distribution can be written as:
where E is specific energy. Dividing both sides of Eq. (14) by (D), dimensionless specific energy E * (E/D) can be expressed as:
The equation of energy dissipated by the jump is:
where DE * is the dimensionless energy dissipated by the jump (DE/D) and Y 1 , Y 2 are relative tail water depths.Using relative initial water depth Y 1 and relative tail water depth Y 2 , the relative height of the jump can be computed as follows:
where H *j is relative height of the jump (H j /D). The values of the dimensionless specific energy E * , the dimensionless head loss DE * and the dimensionless height of the jump H *j are presented in Table 3 for different values of relative critical depth Y c .
The length of the jump cannot be easily determined by theory, so it should be experimentally investigated. The length of the jump can be assumed as:
where L *j is relative length of the jump, (L j /D), and k is factor, which should be experimentally determined.
Results and analysis
To design a hydraulic jump structure in which a hydraulic jump is formed, the location of the jump, its length, its surface profile and the amount of energy dissipated should be known. Knowledge of the surface profile would be useful in the economic design of walls of a hydraulic jump structure. Then, to know the above parameters, it is necessary to know the discharge Q, the diameter D, the initial water depth y 1 and the tail water depth y 2 . The momentum equation is well suited for the Figure 3 Relationship between dimensionless hydrostatic force A Ã y Ã , dimensionless discharge and Q * dimensionless area A * versus relative water depth Y for an inverted semicircular open channel.
analysis of hydraulic jump owing to the initially unknown energy loss dissipated by the jump.
The method described here can be used to determine the various elements of the hydraulic jump formed in a horizontal channel with semicircular cross-section. Two cases were studied in the present paper.
In the two cases it is necessary to found the unknown variables in the problem. To solve any of the two cases, the derived equations (analytical solution) or the prepared tables (solution by using tables) can be used as follows:
Proposed methods
The methods of solution, analytical or by using tables are illustrated by the following steps: 4.1.1. Case I Given variables are: the discharge, Q, the diameter of the semicircular channel, D, and the initial water depth, y 1 . The first step of the solution is computing of the dimensionless discharge Q * and relative critical depth Y c from Eq. (6), and then using one of the following accepted solutions:
a. Using Eqs. (5) and (13) to compute the dimensionless specific force, F *1 , corresponding to the relative initial depth Y 1 and dimensionless discharge Q * . b. Assume a value of relative tail water depth Y 2 , and then determined the corresponding dimensionless specific force, F Ã2 . 
